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THE NEW ANSCHÜTZ 
AIR RIFLE BUTT PLATE 



NEW - AIR RIFLE BUTT PLATE PREMIUM
FLEXIBLE USE, PERFECT FEEDBACK
The new ANSCHÜTZ air rifle butt plate PREMIUM offers highest flexibility  
formounting on our different air rifle stocks. The high-strength individual  
parts made of aluminum can be quickly and comfortably  
adapted to the personal needs.

Loosening of the set screws  
allows fast rotation of  

the base rod, incl.  
all three wing elements

Highest stability of the lower  
wing element due to the  

stop on the base rod

Anti-slip“ contact  
surfaces directly milled  
inside the wing elements

Stepless tilt and  
adjustment the height  

of the upper wing  
element

Stepless tilting and  
adjusting the height  

of the lower wing 
 element

Stepless adjustment  
the height of the  

middle wing element

Mounting on
butt plate
carrier
COMFORT

Base plate for mounting 
on butt plate carrier 
COMFORT or on 
PRECISE stocks



Size steplessly adjustable  
to any shoulder size  

Young people - Teenagers - Adults

Upper and lower wing 
element with toothing -  
for highest stability

Adjustment of the height 
via the adjustment of 
the respective but plate 
carriers.

Stepless tilt and  
adjustment the height  

of the upper wing  
element

Stepless tilting and  
adjusting the height  

of the lower wing 
 element

Stepless adjustment  
the height of the  

middle wing element

Butt plate without base  
plate - for mounting on ONE stocks

Mounting on  
ONE Stock

•  Suitable for ONE stocks, PRECISE stocks 
and the COMFORT butt plate carrier

•  Strong grip in the shoulder due to the milled-in 
aluminum profile directly in the wing elements

•  The butt plate is adjustable to any shoulder size young people - teenagers - adults

•  The wing elements can be adjusted continuously after opening the screws

The new PREMIUM butt plate 
with guide plate is available now.

Item No.: 016076
The toothing of the upper and lower wing  
element prevents twisting of the wing elements



J.G. ANSCHÜTZ GmbH & Co. KG 
Jagd- und Sportwaffenfabrik

Daimlerstraße 12 · 89079 Ulm / Germany
Fon +49 - (0)731- 40 12 - 0
Fax +49 - (0)731- 40 12 - 700
www.anschuetz-sport.com
www.facebook.com/OfficialAnschuetz
www.youtube.com/AnschuetzGmbH
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E 06/22 Production and model changes reserved · All colors and sizes approximate · Supply of firearms only to the holders of purchasing permit · Misprints, errors and prior sale also reserved © ANSCHÜTZ
ANSCHÜTZ, the ANSCHÜTZ logo, the ANSCHÜTZ logo in connection with the words "Die Meister Macher" and "Einfach Eins Werden" (also in a different way of writing) are protected trademarks  
of J.G. ANSCHÜTZ GmbH & Co. KG, Ulm, Germany. The use of these symbols is prohibited without the consent of J.G. ANSCHÜTZ GmbH & Co. KG inadmissible and punishable by law.


